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Abstract

Real-time systems are, in general, critical systems that interact with the environment through
input and output events regulated by time constraints. The testing activity on systems of this
nature requires rigorous approaches due to their critical aspects. Model-based testing approaches
rely on formalisms that provides more reliability to testing activities. However, a model-based
testing approach for real-time systems depends on techniques that can deal with continuous evo-
lution of time appropriately. Several testing approaches apply discretization techniques in order
to represent continuous behavior of timed models. So test suites can then be extracted from
discretized models to support conformance testing between specifications and their respective
implementations. Therefore an evaluation of these test suites considering a fault coverage is an
important task. But this issue is rarely addressed when regarding model-based testing approaches
for real-time systems. In this work we propose a systematic strategy to identify faults in TIOA
models based on their corresponding grid automatons. We precisely define a fault model to sup-
port model-based testing activities such as coverage analysis and test case generation. Keywords
– Real-time systems; Model-based testing; TIOA; Grid automata; Fault model.

1 Introduction

Critical systems require rigorous methods to support activities of software development process,
especially the activity of testing. Model-based testing [3, 14] is an approach that relies on well defined
formalisms to specify and to test system requirements. These formalisms avoid misinterpretations
on system requirements and provide more reliability to the product by reducing drastically failures
in the testing procedures [12].

Although model-based testing is a promising approach and largely studied it is still a challenge
to deal with continuous time evolution when modeling real-time systems. A typical problem that
can arise on systems of this nature is the combinatorial explosion on the state space representation.

Some model-based testing approaches for real-time systems [4, 7, 8, 13] apply discretization
techniques to cope with the continuous time evolution. Discretized models allow us to specify
system requirements with time aspects in a finite state space but still exponential. Testing activities
such as test suite generation, conformance verification and fault coverage analysis can be performed
based on these discretized models.

The conformance relation between an implementation and its specification can be verified ac-
cording to a fault model. A fault model [5, 9] gives the basis to detect faults and also to evaluate
the capability of a certain test suite on finding all faults due to disagreements between specifications
and their respective implementations.

This work proposes a fault model based on grid automata which, in turn, are obtained by
discretization methods for Timed Input/Output Automata (TIOA). The TIOA model specifies real-
time systems that interacts with the environment. This fault model aids to identify classes of fault on



TIOA models through their corresponding grid automata. Testing activities can then be performed
using grid automata such as a fault coverage analysis of test suites for real-time systems.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some related works are summarized. The
definition of fault model and the fault models for Finite State Machines (FSM) and TIOA models
are presented in Section 3. Section 4 generalizes the representation of the continuous time evolution
on grid automata. Such generalization then supports the fault characterization following the fault
model described in Section 5. The concluding remarks and some future works are described in
Section 6.

2 Related Work

Some model-based testing approaches have been applied on real-time systems using their discretized
models to specify TIOA models. However, testing approaches based on TIOA model have been
lacking due to time aspects and their reactive nature. Test generation methods based on TIOA
model generally derive large test suites that are unfeasible in practice. Some works have been
proposed to obtain more compact test suites by establishing discretization techniques. Considering
practical limitations on testing real-time systems, fault characterization and identification techniques
have been used on discretized models.

Springintveld et. al. [13] propose a discretization approach with a granularity based on the
number of clock variables present in a TIOA model. Test suites are obtained applying an extension
of the W-method [5] which generates extremely large test suites in size. They use a tight relation
between the chosen granularity and the number of clocks. Thus the state space grows quickly
according to the number of clocks which becomes unfeasible in practice. Their approach does not
accomplish a precise fault coverage analysis particularly for timing faults.

A timed extension of the Wp-method [10], called Timed-Wp method [7] for real-time systems,
generates discretized models based on the number of clock variables. Thereby it results again on a
exponentially large state space since clock regions are obtained according to the number of clocks
comprised in the TIOA model. Furthermore the fault coverage analysis is conducted according to a
fault model based on region automata [9]. Again, it causes the state space problem which hinders
a precise fault identification process and the coverage analysis.

Other works [6, 8] deal with discretization approaches where granularities are chosen on fixed
points obtained by traversing guards and invariant conditions over the TIOA. In these approaches
the state space of discretized models becomes more manageable and they lean on the number of
transitions in the original model. However few fixed points over the enabled time interval of the
transition may not be reasonable represent the continuous time evolution in a general case. Further
there is no mechanism to systematically detect faults in these approaches.

In a more recent work [4] a testing framework is proposed to discretize TIOA models. This
approach allows for more flexible choices of granularities but still guarantees that the original model
simulates homomorphically the corresponding grid automaton and conversely. In this case the state
space becomes more manageable which opens the possibility for applying this method in practical
experiments. However the fault coverage analysis is based on test purposes which restrains the fault
detection and hence the efficiency of this method.

Devising more efficient methods of testing that deal with real-time systems we propose a fault
model to TIOA formalism based on grid automata. The aim is to characterize classes of potential
faults in implementations modeled by TIOA models. The proposed fault model supports the fault
detection for real-time systems based on grid automata.

3 Fault Models

The fault detection analysis for computational systems takes place by applying test suites and it is
subjected to results from this test application. The efficiency of a fault detection or the accuracy
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of a test suite to finding faults depends on systematic strategies to allos test automation. Then
the concept of fault must be well-defined in a specific scope to automating model-based testing
approaches.

The fault detection process can be classified in two type of analysis: quantitative or qualitative. A
fault detection based on fault models [5, 9] addresses an quantitative analysis whereas test purposes
are considered qualitative. A fault model classifies potential faults in a system under test where
each class of faults can be generally characterized to detect any fault within a particular scope.
In contrast, test purposes detect particular faults and fall short for finding general faults. So an
approach based on a fault model results more effectiveness when finding faults on systems. Note
that specific faults of a system are encompassed by faults detected using a more general fault model
under the same test assumptions.

The coverage analysis of the W-method [5] follows a fault model defined for FSMs. A FSM is
a formalism widely applied due to its plainness and expressiveness on modeling systems [11, 15].
That work classifies the fault model in classes of faults: operation faults, transfer faults and faults
of extra/missing states. An operation fault occurs when the operation function gives rise an output
action in the specification distinct to that yielded by the implementation. A transfer fault occurs
when a transfer function leads the implementation to a distinct state from that modeled in the
specification. Faults of extra/missing states occur when the implementation may be changed by
adding or removing states to be in conformance to the specification. Nonetheless FSMs do not deal
with continuous time evolution and, further, input and output actions are strongly associated which
means reactive aspects can not be captured appropriately by these models.

A TIOA can model continuous time evolution and also reactive aspects where output ac-
tions produced by systems are uncontrolled. A TIOA [1, 2] is formally defined by a tuple M =
(S, s0,Σ, C, ν0, Inv, T ), where S is a set of states, s0 is the initial state, and Σ = X ∪ Y is a set of
actions. In order to capture the reactive behavior, Σ is partitioned in a set of input actions X and
in a set of output actions Y with X ∩ Y = ∅. A set of clock variables C describes the continuous
time evolution through the notion of clock interpretations. The initial clock interpretation is given
by ν0. The set of invariant conditions Inv : S → ΦC is defined as a mapping from the set of states S
to the set of clock constraints ΦC . So as a TIOA keeps in a state whereas its invariant condition is
satisfied continuously. The set of transitions is defined by T ⊆ (S×Σ×ΦC × [C y Q≥]×S) where
[C y Q≥] is a reset operation that maps a set of clocks to their respective values in the domain
of non-negative rationals. Note that clock variables evolve synchronously unless a reset operation
occurs over the clock variables.

En-Nouaary et. al. [7] proposes a fault model for TIOA based on region automata to support the
coverage analysis using the Timed Wp-method. A region automaton is extracted from a TIOA model
based on the number of clock regions [1]. A state of a region automaton is composed by a respective
state in the corresponding TIOA and a reachable clock region. Transitions are labeled with actions
according to the reachability analysis over clock regions of the TIOA. A fault is detected when an
implementation is modeled by a distinct region automaton of its specification. The proposed fault
model can detect faults in a TIOA generating different region automatons based on the specification
region automaton.

In their work faults are classified in non-timing faults and timing faults. Non-timing faults
resemble operation and transfer faults proposed by [5] on FSM models. On the other hand, timing
faults are closely related to the semantics of continuous time evolution and they can be classified in
restriction faults of clock conditions, widening faults of clock conditions and reset faults.

A restriction fault of a clock condition takes place in a transition with an input action that
implements a tighter clock condition. Otherwise, a tighter condition in a transition with output
action does not incur in a restriction fault because output actions are uncontrolled and since the
enabled time interval is included in the specified time interval. On the other hand, a widening fault
takes place in a transition that implements a more relaxed clock condition. Note that restriction
and widening faults over clock conditions change the reachable clock regions of the implementation.
Thus those faults can be detected by test cases that cover all states of region automaton. Faults
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of reset clocks take place when the set of clocks to be reset in a specified transition is not correctly
implemented. These faults are also classified in two cases, when a specified reset is not implemented
and some clocks keep evolving on time or when a non specified reset is implemented in such a way
that boundary values of the system are not explored. Their work also assumes a special action
ResetClock to set up a clock reset. This action identifies clock resets in implementations and also
which clocks are reset. Faults of clock resets can be then detected by the occurrence of the ResetClock
action. However a candidate implementation is a black-box and thus, in general, reset actions can
not be observed in practical applications. The reset fault detection in their approach is highly
limited to a specific scope where implementations enclose observable actions on clock resets.

Furthermore, the fault model proposed by En-Nouaary et. al. [7] does not provide the identi-
fication of every class of faults. Verdicts of faults over implementations are not enough to identify
the fault class based on a specific fault. Then it only allows the fault detection by pointing out
a disagreement between an implementation and its specification given by their respective region
automatons.

4 Generalizing the Time Discretization

The proposed fault model is based on grid automata obtained by discretizing TIOA specifications.
A grid automaton is composed by a set of states and a set of discrete transitions. A transition
in a grid can be labeled with an input or output action that represents a discrete transition in
the corresponding TIOA or it can be labeled with a granularity to represent the time evolution.
Then a grid simulates its corresponding TIOA through a sequence of movements that represents the
interacting with the environment and also the time evolution.

A more generalized analysis of a TIOA requires a generalization over the grid representation.
Such generalizations support the characterization of timing faults described in Section 5.

A discretization of the continuous time evolution in a state s of a TIOA derives a infinite
number of configurations. Configurations are pairs of states and clock interpretations that give
rise to corresponding grid states according to the chosen granularity. Then a set of grid states are
generated from s with different clock interpretations. Thus a sequence of n ∈ N grid transitions
labeled with g ∈ Q≥ models the continuous time delay n · g in the state s. This sequence of grid
transitions is called time line. A maximal time line is the sequence of transitions that models the
greatest time delay starting at a reachable state s up to the upper bound of its invariant condition.
The notion of time line allows us to identify whether a set of grid states represents a continuous
time interval within a TIOA state.

The enable time interval in TIOA transitions is also an aspect that must be generalized in the
discretization process. A transition t of a TIOA is enabled in a time interval while clock conditions
are satisfied on the transition. The TIOA transition is modeled by a set of grid transitions T ′

labeled with the same action for all time interval where conditions are satisfied since there are no
clock conditions in the grid. Then there is a transition in T ′ for each grid state corresponding to a
configuration that enables the clock condition at t. As more relaxed is the enabling time interval in
t more grid transitions are required in the grid to model t, whereas tighter time intervals in t give
rise to a smaller number of transitions in the grid.

When an action of a transition takes place in a TIOA, clock interpretations can also be changed
by reset functions. A set of resets in a transition may change the target states of this transition
representation in the grid. The grid representation of clock resets can be generalized by three cases,
when: there is no clock to be reset; a proper subset of clocks is reset; and all clocks in the TIOA
is reset. In the first case the clock interpretation at target state must be the same when the action
occurs. Hence the TIOA transition is modeled by two transitions going out of the states obtained at
the subsequent time instants. Similarly, it also occurs to the target states of those transitions. In the
second case for all time interval whenever the action can occur in the TIOA will result on a different
combination of all clock interpretations. Hence all possible combinations over clock variables result
in several time lines at the target state. In the last case the configuration at the target state of
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the transition is the same for all time interval whenever the action can occur according to the clock
conditions in the TIOA. Then each transition in the grid that models the TIOA transition leads to
the same single target state in the grid.

5 Characterizing Faults Based on Grid Automata

A more precise coverage analysis allows us to finding faults in a system using a fault model. A fault
model drives the identification process over candidate implementations according to a particular
specification.

In the fault model proposed in [9] region automata are used to characterize timing faults on
TIOA models. The coverage analysis for the Timed-Wp method is b based on region automata.
However, the proposed work does not precisely identify classes of faults over region automata. As
known a infinite number of equivalent clock interpretations is represented by a single clock region.
Therein it is not possible get the precise time instant whenever a fault occurs.

A state of a grid automaton is derived from a TIOA configuration and composed by a TIOA
state and a clock interpretation. Therefore a detection analysis based on grid automata can identify
not only its fault class but also the precise time instant when the fault occurs. In this section
we propose a fault model based on grids obtained by more flexible discretizations [4]. Thus, our
detection approach can be applied to discretized models based on clock regions. In contrast, however,
the fault model based on region automata can not deal with grid automata and so the fault detection
can not be applied to grids derived from flexible discretizations.

This fault model characterizes the classes of fault for TIOA models using grid automata. We
formally define a fault analysis for timed models. We then classify faults in two main groups: non-
timing and timing faults. Non-timing faults are characterized by action and transfer faults whereas
timing faults lead to restriction and widening faults of clock conditions as well as faults of clock
reset.

Similarly to other approaches we assume some test hypothesis to set out a detection scope and
to characterize these classes of fault.

Assumption 1 The fault model assumes that:

1. the alphabet of actions are the same in the candidate implementation and the specification;

2. the implementation behaviors can be modeled by a TIOA g-adjusted and L-bounded [4];

3. the TIOA specification and implementation are complete, that is, for every state there is only
one transition for each input action;

4. the TIOA specification is deterministic, that is, for every state there is a unique transition for
each input action;

5. the TIOA specification is isolated output, that is, for every state only one transition is labeled
with an output action.

5.1 Non-Timing Faults

Non-timing faults take place on syntactical elements of transitions and actions in a TIOA. An action
fault occurs when a transition in the set T ′ that represents a TIOA transition, as shown in Section 4,
is labeled by a distinct action with respect to the specification. We guarantee that the observable
action in the implementation is not related to another transition of this state since the TIOA is
output isolated. Also for every input action from a single state of the implementation there must be
a transition with the same input action in the specification since the TIOA is complete. Hence there
is no action fault in transitions labeled by input actions. Definition 1 formalizes the characterization
of action fault.
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Definition 1 Let M = (S, s0,Σ, C, ν, Inv, T ) be a specification TIOA and let MG = (SG, sG,ΣG, TG)
be the corresponding grid. Also let M ′G = (S′G, s

′
G,Σ

′
G, T

′
G) be the grid automaton of a candi-

date implementation. Assume that T ′ ⊆ TG is the set of transitions representing a transition
t = (si, σ, δ, θ, sj) ∈ T . Let (qi, σ, qj) ∈ T ′ and let Ψ be a set of grid words such that for each

ψ ∈ Ψ we get sG
ψ

 qi and s′G
ψ

 q′i, where q′i ∈ S′G. A action fault takes place in t when for at least
one ψ ∈ Ψ, there exists (q′i, σ

′, q′j) ∈ T ′G, where q′j ∈ S′G, σ′ ∈ Σ′G \ g and we have that σ′ 6= σ.

A transfer fault occurs when a transition is implemented by a distinct target state with respect
to the specification. This fault is characterized on grids by using the notion of characterization
set, a set of input sequences that is able to identify states on the model [5, 10]. In a transition
of a TIOA represented by the set T ′, as described in Section 4, the transfer fault is identified by
applying a characterization set in the target state for each transition in T ′. The transfer fault is
then characterized when the sequence of observable outputs in the implementation is distinguished
from the specification. Definition 2 formalizes the transfer fault.

Definition 2 Let M = (S, s0,Σ, C, ν, Inv, T ) be a specification TIOA and let MG = (SG, sG,ΣG, TG)
be the corresponding grid. Also let M ′G = (S′G, s

′
G,Σ

′
G, T

′
G) be the grid automaton of a candi-

date implementation. Assume that T ′ ⊆ TG is the set of transitions representing a transition
t = (si, σ, δ, θ, sj) ∈ T . Let (qi, σ, qj) ∈ T ′ and let Ψ be a set of grid words such that for each

ψ ∈ Ψ we get sG
ψ

 qj and s′G
ψ

 q′j with q′j ∈ S′G, and W is a characterization set to MG. A transfer

fault takes place in t when for every ψ ∈ Ψ, there is a wk ∈ W such that s′G
ψ·ω′

� p′i and sG
ψ·ω
� pi,

where pi ∈ SG, p′i ∈ S′G, ω and ω′ are grid words with wk = (ω ↓Y ) = (ω′ ↓Y ) and (ω ↓X) 6= (ω′ ↓X).

5.2 Timing Faults

Timing faults take place when disagreements arise from the semantics of continuous time evolution
in a TIOA. These faults can be detected on clock conditions and clock resets. A fault of clock
condition is also classified into restriction and widening faults.

A restriction fault of clock condition occurs when a specified TIOA condition is tighter imple-
mented. Then this implemented transition may not be enabled for some time instants that are
allowed in the specification. The detection of restriction fault on clock conditions in a transition
t occurs by applying a characterization set on the target state of each transition within the set T ′

which represents t. The detection of this fault resembles that one for transfer fault since an input
action is allowed in any state of the model. Thus a transition is taken with a distinction input action
on the grid implementation whenever such transition is not enabled in a time interval. Definition 3
formalizes the restriction fault of clock conditions.

Definition 3 Let M = (S, s0,Σ, C, ν, Inv, T ) be a specification TIOA and let MG = (SG, sG,ΣG, TG)
be the corresponding grid. Also let M ′G = (S′G, s

′
G,Σ

′
G, T

′
G) be the grid automaton of a candi-

date implementation. Assume that T ′ ⊆ TG is the set of transitions representing a transition
t = (si, σ, δ, θ, sj) ∈ T . Let (qi, σ, qj) ∈ T ′ and let Ψ be a set of grid words such that for each

ψ ∈ Ψ we get sG
ψ

 qj and s′G
ψ

 q′j with q′j ∈ S′G, and W is a characterization set to MG. A
restriction fault of clock conditions takes place in t when there exists a Ψ′ ⊆ Ψ such that for every

ψ′ ∈ Ψ′, there is a wk ∈ W such that s′G
ψ′·ω′

� p′i, sG
ψ′·ω
� pi, where ω′ and ω are grid words with

wk = (ω′ ↓Y ) = (ω ↓Y ) and (ω ↓X) 6= (ω′ ↓X).

We note that restriction faults over clock conditions are not considered for output actions since
they are not under control of the tester. Output actions are autonomously yielded by the system
under test. Thereby when these actions occur in any time instant within the time interval of the
specification they will also be deemed correct in the corresponding implemented transition.

The widening fault of clock conditions, otherwise, takes place when a specified clock condition is
more relaxed implemented. In this case the implemented transition is enabled in a time interval that
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was not formerly allowed in the specification. A widening fault of clock conditions in a transition t
is given by extra transitions labeled with output action on the grid implementation. Let this extra
transition be labeled by σ and going out of a state p to any other state in the grid implementation.
A widening fault can be detected through the TIOA state that is represented by p because the
grid is output isolated. Then a widening fault over clock conditions at the TIOA transition going
out of this state with σ is then characterized by an extra transition. We note that if there is no
transition in the TIOA specification going out of the state with σ, i.e. a false condition, we have a
relaxed condition at a transition that is not enabled in the specification. Definition 4 formalizes the
widening fault of clock condition.

Definition 4 Let M = (S, s0,Σ, C, ν, Inv, T ) be a specification TIOA and let MG = (SG, sG,ΣG, TG)
be the corresponding grid. Also let M ′G = (S′G, s

′
G,Σ

′
G, T

′
G) be the grid automaton of a candi-

date implementation. Assume that T ′ ⊆ TG is the set of transitions representing a transition
t = (si, σ, δ, θ, sj) ∈ T . Let (qi, σ, qj) ∈ T ′ and let Ψ be a set of grid words such that for each

ψ ∈ Ψ we get sG
ψ

 qi and s′G
ψ

 q′i with q′i ∈ S′G, Ψ′ a set of grid words such that for each ψ′ ∈ Ψ′

we get sG
ψ′

 q and s′G
ψ′

 q′ with q ∈ Si e q′ ∈ SG. A widening fault of clock conditions takes place

in t when there exists at least one ψ′′ ∈ Ψ′′ such that s′G
ψ′′·σ
� p′i and sG

ψ′′·σ
� pi, with σ′ ∈ Y ∪ {g}

and Ψ′′ = Ψ′ −Ψ, and we have σ 6= σ′.

The fault of clock reset takes place by a faulty implementation at the reset functions. Inappro-
priate implementations of reset functions give rise to unexpected behaviors that can be detected by
a distinct reachable configuration at target state on TIOA specification.

A reset fault occurs at a transition t of the TIOA if for every transition in T ′ there is a distinct
target state in the grid specification. Since the implementation is a black-box the target state related
to each clock interpretation is checked through the obtained behavior. However, a characterization
set, in this case, does not aid the detection. Although target states in the grid implementation are
distinguished from the grid specification they will represent the same single state in the TIOA. So
there is no guarantee that the characterization set distinguishes those states.

In order to overcome this problem we apply the detection approach of reset faults on grids
based on the notion of fault propagation. Although a reset fault in a transition can not be straight
detected on grids they can be identified by other classes of fault. So assume a TIOA transition
ti = (s, σi, δi, θi, s

′) with reset fault over a clock variable ci and a set Tt of transitions in the TIOA
that can be enabled after ti. Let tj = (r, σj , δj , θj , r

′) be a transition in Tt, a reset fault occurs in ti
if the reset ν(ci) ⊕ θi(ci) results in a clock interpretation distinct to that one specified. This fault
is propagated for every tj that is enabled after a sequence of movements when tj does not reset ci
and δj is in the form τi ≤ ci ≤ τj . Note that c = τi is represented by τi ≤ ci ≤ τj where τj = τi and
τi < ci < τj is discretized to τi + g ≤ ci ≤ τj − g.

When a reset implementation ν(ci)⊕ θi(ci) derives a clock interpretation greater than that one
specified, the time interval where tj is enabled in the implementation is smaller than that one
established in the specification. Thus the clock condition at tj is tighter on the upper bound. If the
state r is reachable with a clock interpretation smaller than the lower bound of the clock condition
that enables the transition tj after ti is taken, then the system continuously evolves in time at state
r up to tj occurs. When the reset ν(ci)⊕ θi(ci) derives a clock interpretation greater than that one
specified, the time interval will be smaller. Thus the clock condition at tj is more relaxed on the
lower bound. When a reset implementation ν(ci)⊕ θi(ci) derives a clock interpretation smaller than
that one specified, the time interval whenever tj is enabled in the implementation is greater than in
the specification. Thus the clock condition at tj is more relaxed on the upper bound. Again, if the
state r is reachable with a clock interpretation smaller than the lower bound of the clock condition
that enables the transition tj after ti is taken, then the system continuously evolves in time at state
r up to tj occurs. When the reset ν(ci)⊕ θi(ci) derives a clock interpretation smaller than that one
specified, the time interval will be greater. Thus the clock condition at tj is tighter on the lower
bound. The propagation of reset faults is formalized in Definition 5.
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Definition 5 Let M = (S, s0,Σ, C, ν, Inv, T ) and M ′ = (S′, s′0,Σ
′, C ′, ν ′, Inv′, T ′) be two TIOA,

the specification and the candidate implementation, respectively. Assume ν(ci) ⊕ θi(ci) = k, where
k ∈ Q≥ is a clock interpretation ν(ci) after ti = (si, σi, δi, θi, ri) ∈ T is taken, with δi in the form
τi ≤ ci ≤ τj and that Tt ⊂ T is the subset of transitions that are enabled after ti, where each

tj = (sj , σj , δj , θj , rj) ∈ Tt with δj = τx ≤ ci ≤ τy. Let ψ be a timed word such that s0
ψ

� si and let

Ω be a set of timed words where for every ω ∈ Ω, si
ω
� sj. Also assume that given the projection

ω′ = ω ↓(X∪Y ), with ω′ = (ω′1, ...ω
′
n) we get ∆k ∈ Q≥ with ∆k = ω′1 + ... + ω′n. A reset fault occurs

in ti when t′i = (s′i, σ
′
i, δ
′
i, θ
′
i, r
′
i) ∈ T ′, such that ν(ci)⊕ θ′i(ci) = k′, with k′ ∈ Q≥ and we have k′ 6= k.

Such fault is propagated for all t′j = (s′j , σ
′
j , δ
′
j , θ
′
j , r
′
j) ∈ T ′ with δ′j in the form τ ′i ≤ c′i ≤ τ ′j if:

1. k′ < k and k + ∆k < τi, then with s0
ψ·ω
� sj we get ν(c′i) = k′ + ∆k with k′ + ∆k < k + ∆k,

τi− (k′+ ∆k) > τi− (k+ ∆k) and τj − (k′+ ∆k) > τj − (k+ ∆k), resulting in a tighter τ ′i and
a more relaxed τ ′j.

2. k′ < k and k′+ ∆k > τi, then with s0
ψ·ω
� sj we get ν(c′i) = k′+ ∆k with k′+ ∆k < k+ ∆k and

τj − (k′ + ∆k) > τj − (k + ∆k), resulting in a more relaxed τ ′j.

3. k′ > k and k′ + ∆k < τi, then with s0
ψ·ω
� sj we get ν(c′i) = k′ + ∆k, with k′ + ∆k > k + ∆k,

τi − (k′ + ∆k) < τi − (k+ ∆k) and τj − (k′ + ∆k) < τj − (k+ ∆k), resulting in a more relaxed
τ ′i and a tighter τ ′j.

4. k′ > k and k+ ∆k > τi, then with s0
ψ·ω
� sj we get ν(c′i) = k′ + ∆k with k′ + ∆k > k+ ∆k and

τj − (k′ + ∆k) < τj − (k + ∆k), resulting in a tighter τ ′j.

We notice that if there is no condition over the clock ci in a transition tj ∈ Tt then fault
propagation is not presented in tj . When the clock condition is composed in a transition tj ∈ Tt,
in the form δi ∨ δj , a reset fault is propagated to tj if the representation of δi and δj shows fault
propagation in a time interval with empty intersection between both conditions. Otherwise, when the
clock condition is composed in the form δi∧ δj , a reset fault is propagated to tj if the representation
of δi and δj shows fault propagation in a common time interval between both conditions. A fault
propagation to δi and δj is given as in Definitions 5 and 6. Note that δi and δj can also be composed
conditions.

Definition 6 Let M = (S, s0,Σ, C, ν, Inv, T ) and M ′ = (S′, s′0,Σ
′, C ′, ν ′, Inv′, T ′) be two TIOA,

the specification and the candidate implementation, respectively. Assume that Tt ⊂ T is the subset
of transitions that are enabled after ti. A reset fault occurs in ti when t′i = (s′i, σ

′
i, δ
′
i, θ
′
i, r
′
i) ∈ T ′,

such that ν(ci) ⊕ θ′i(ci) = k′, with k′ ∈ Q≥ and we have k′ 6= k. Such fault is propagated for all t′j
with clock condition in the form:

1. δi ∨ δj, when at least one condition δi or δj shows fault propagation that results in a represen-
tation of the enabling time interval (δi∪δj)\(δi∩δj) which is distinguished in the specification.
The fault propagation for δi and δj is given as in Definitions 5 and 6.

2. δi ∧ δj, when at least one condition δi or δj shows fault propagation that results in a represen-
tation of the enabling time interval (δi ∩ δj) which is distinguished from the specification. The
fault propagation for δi and δj is given as in Definitions 5 and 6.

6 Concluding Remarks

The model-based testing approach for real-time systems has been explored in several works. TIOA
models can capture the continuous time evolution and the reactive aspects of such systems. An
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important testing task is the coverage analysis and fault detection. A fault model can aid such
analysis in order to identify potential faults in real-time systems. However, continuous time evolution
is a challenge to deal with, specially, in practical applications.

Some alternatives based on discretized models are followed to accomplish an analysis of fault
detection for systems of this nature. Some works have been proposed in that direction, as the fault
model for TIOAs based on region automata. But the coverage analysis based on region automata is
restricted since the resulting discretization is tightly related to the number of clocks in the TIOA. The
discretization approach in that work then incurs in the well-known state space explosion problem.

Other discretizations for TIOA models have been proposed based on grid automata rather than
region automata. Regarding these approaches, grid automatons are derived from TIOA models
using an ample range of choice of granularities giving rise to a more manageable state space over
discretizations. But the effectiveness of the fault detection in this approach falls short in specific
faults using the notion of test purpose.

In this work, we proposed a fault model to characterize classes of faults in a TIOA through grid
models. These faults have been classified into action faults, transfer faults, restriction and widening
faults of clock condition, and faults of clock reset. We note that this fault model opens the possibility
to generalize the fault detection process for real-time systems modeled by TIOAs.

As for future works we intend to perform experiments to show the fault model in practical
applications. We also suggest the development of a test generation method based on this fault
model. Finally we expect that our work provides the foundations for further proposals focused on
fault coverage analysis and test suite extraction.
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